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THE PROGRAM OF THE DAIRY PRODUCTS IMPROVEMENT INSTITUTE, INC. 1
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c.

DAHLBERG2

and
DoNALD H. RAcE 3

Dairy Pmducts Improvement Institute, Ithaca, New York
Three years ago "The Purpose,
Plans, and Progress of the National
Conference on Interstate Milk
Shipments" was the subject of an
address by your former chairman,
J. L. Rowland, at the annual meeting of the Dairy Products Improvement Institute. Our members were
impressed by the program of the
conference. Now it is our
to tell you about the program
the Institute on sweet cream for
manufacturing purposes which, we
believe, should be brought to your
attention.
A program on any phase of milk
sanitation must recognize that in
market milk areas sanitation from
farm to consumer is one of the best
of any food industry. The great advances in milk sanitation have been
made by the cooperation of producers and processors with the
various regulatory and educational
agencies, and progress will be made
in the future only through such
mutual efforts. The Institute's
program for the sanitary production
of sweet cream for manufacturing
purposes is based on the general
application of the knowledge,
practices and essential regulations
for the production of quality milk.
Experience shows that there is
little difference of opinion among
industry and regulatory officials as
to facts and objectives but there is
variance of thought concerning
methods of accomplishing the
results.
HISTORY

The Dairy Products Improvement
Institute was incorporated as a
non-profit organization under the
Membership Corporation Law of
the State of New York on July 30,
1947. The persons involved in the
act of incorporation resided in the
states of Massachusetts, New York,
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and Pennsylvania. Details of the
organization are given in its Certificate of Incorporation and ByLaws which are available as a
pamphlet to those who are interested in them. At the first meeting of
the Directors held on the day of
incorporation Mr. \V. A. ·wentworth
was elected President, an office
which he still occupies, and the late
Dr. Carl \V. Larson was elected
Managing Director each year until
his retirement in June 1953.
Two conditions prompted the inception of the Institute. The first
was that the northeastem states
constituted a so-called cream deficit
area. The shortage of sweet cream
for manufacture into ice cream,
sour cream, cream cheese, etc. was
acute. Those persons in the dairy
industry and in colleges who seemed qualified to evaluate this cream
deficit problem were almost wmnimons in the opinion that this shortage would become worse and would
be permanent. The usual tables and
graphs substantiated this prediction
but subsequent developments have
varied from it.
The second situation prompting
the formation of the Institute was
the existence of the Dairy Products
Improvement Committee w it h
headquarters in Chicago, Illinois,
organized in 1944 for the purpose
of aiding producers in the production of quality cream to supply this
market. The late Dr. Hugo H.
Sommer of the University of \Visconsin was selected to prepare and
administer a comprehensive and
practical program for the production of sweet cream of high quality.
The Committee published the bulletin entitled "Production Requirements for Sweet Cream" which
gave farm production details and a
method of evaluating the quality of
cream. Dr. Sommer's work was
chiefly on farm production problems. There was an obvious need
for a northeastern organization to
serve the interests of the companies
and the state and city regulatory

agencies located in the areas that
expect to receive and accept cream
to be produced under the program
of Dr. Sommer.
The Dairy Products Improvement
Institute had these problems in
mind at the time of its inception.
However, its objectives are broad
and include more general work on
milk and cream quality from production to acceptance in the market
of utilization. The "Production Hequirements for Sweet Cream" prepared by Dr. Hugo H. Sommer
made no distinction between cream
for bottling and for manufacture;
however, the Institute has always
considered milk and cream for
manufacture into dairy products
to be its principal field of activity.
TVr•-rnTVc

AND METHODS

The objectives of the Institute
as adopted by the Board of Directors are as follows:
"1. To nrrTm.nrP the welfare of the dairy
industry
raising the general level
of quality.
2. To nrr1YTI<C)~p the acceptance and use
of uniform
simplified sanitary standards with
to attain and measure
that quality.
:3. To
the movement of dairy
products
political subdivisions
by
authorities to determine
to
effective onlv essential
sanitary requirements to the· end that
duplicating and/ or conflicting inspections, quality standards and quality
measurements will be unnecessary and
the hest
economic distribution
of the
will be effected.
4. To formulate suggested sanitary
standards for proposed adoption by
authorities covering new processing
v"""l!'·"""·uco within the industry, and to
u"'eJ.uwate these standards to interested
parties".

The work of the Institute is based
upon a long-term program to promote its objectives in several manufacturing fields involving milk and
cream quality, sanitary regulations,
and the movement of dairy products of acceptable quality standards
into areas where it can be utilized
most expeditiously.
A general statement is now being
prepared for a booklet entitled "Requirements for the Sanitary Froduc-
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tion of Sweet Cream". It
the
essentials for the sanitary production of milk on the farm and its
processing into sweet cream for
use in dairy products. Standards of
sanitary quality of the milk, raw
and pasteurized cream are proposed based upon the sanitary
ments of public health anct a high
quality product of the dairy industrv. fh1s statement sets tne minim;m1 acceptable goaLs ot excellence
in methods ot production and
product quality. .tllere is aJso au
operating manual concerned with
the details ot miJk production,
separation, and cream processing
which is of primary interest to the
company producing the cream. It
outlmes the program
the details of productJOn and processing
of cream to meet sanitary requirements and product quality. The
Institute is not .in a position to
supervise and maintain the desired
standards but often it can furnish
infonnation to both the producing
and receiving plants and regulatory
agencies concerning the approximate sanitary aspects of the production and processing of the cream .in
selected areas.
This program of the Institute
shall be promoted by cooperation
with all existing agencies active in
work affecting the sanitary quality
of sweet cream. There are regu !atory agencies on both state and city
levels .in the areas of production
and utilization which are mutuallv
and vitally concerned and legally
responsible for the healthfulness of
milk and cream used for manufacture. Then there are the dairymen
who produce the milk, the processors that produce the cream, and
the operators of the plants where
the products are utilized who are
interested not onlv in the sanitary
quality but also iri' other charactei:istics affecting the economic value
of the product. The Institute offers
to aid all parties whenever and
wherever possible in the formulation and execution of proper
specifications and standards.
The cream quality program of the
Institute .is based upon inspection
of farms and plants by a regulatory
agency to assure the presence of
adequate facilities and good sanitary conditions, regular inspection
and testing of the milk at the plant
by qualified company men to detect
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undesirable milk, work by the field
sanitarians wnn those producers
whose product ctoes not meet scanaarcts, and proper processing and
11analing in the rccetving plant ano
ctming storage ami shipment to the
place of utilization. \!Vllerever milk
supplies are
it is recognized
that the loca.l ctairyrnen ought to
be able to supply local markets with
quality cream for manufacturing.

bottled milk but not as severely
for milk for manufacture bearing
in mind that the essential factors of
sanitation should not be violated.
This question of dual sanitary
standards for farm facilities and
the limitation of the bottled milk
standards to essentials is more than
of academic interest. A specific
example of this fact is the situation
.in New York. In 1953, it was the
SoME SPECIFIC PaoBLE~Is
second highest state in total milk
The .Institute takes the position productim1. It ranked first in total
that .it is neittwr economically .teas- milk consumption, first in the
.ible in the dairy industry nor JUStih- manufacture of cream cheese and
able in the interests of public llealth sour cream, and second in cottage
to apply all of the present !Jottled cheese, ice cream and total cheese
milk sanitary requirements of pro- production. Figures on total sweet
duction on the tarm to all dairy cream production are not available
products. As a matter of fact in but it is certain that most of it is
tlmse few areas under one set of produced on farms inspected for
sanitary regulations for milk i! is bottled milk and processed in
generally understood or specified plants similarly inspected. It has
that the requirements do not in- been stated that about 85% of all
clude such products as butter, milk used to manufacture the apcheese, and evaporated milk. It is proximately 95,000,000 pounds of
recognized that application of fluid cheese made in New York State is
milk regulations to all dairy prod- inspected under sanitary regulaucts would create an impossible tions for bottled milk bv New York
situation in respect to enforcement State and local health departments.
and the free movement of food About one-half of the entire milk
products through the ordinary supply of New York State is used
channels of trade. More liberal for manufacture vet most of it is
sanitary standards for these prod- under fluid milk. regulations. It
ucts cannot be excused or allowed ought to be clear, therefore, that
on the grounds of the substitution sanitary regulations for milk for
of high heat treatment of any prod- bottling in New York must be conuct for sanitation in its production. sidered in any program of sanita"rbe Institute recognizes the nec- tion of milk for manufacture and
essity for high sanitation and that the bottled milk sanitation
quality standards, but some of the regulations do affect the cost of prosanitary requirements that are in ducing such milk. Fortunately,
effect for market milk are not neces- the regulations for the sanitary
sary. Should the sanitary require- production of fluid milk on the farm
ments for the production of market in New York State have been held
milk be limited to the essentials of closely to essentials, otherwise
sanitary milk production, then most dairvmen of the state would be at a
of the reasons for 1:\:vo standards disa'dvantage in competing with
would be eliminated. The value sweet cream for manufacture from
of a single sanitary standard is other states. It is gratifying to note
recognized but the possibility of that, except for the annual physical
agreeing on required farm facilities examination of herds. the Institute's
acceptable to health and agricul- program for the sanitary production
tural departments and economically of sweet cream is in good agreefeasable to the dairv inclustrv is ment with the bottled milk regulavery remote at the 'present time. tions in New York State.
Even though very good informaThe Institute is endeavoring to
assist in the formulation of such tion establishes the essentials of
dairy farm inspection forms limited sanitary milk production and there
to the essentials of producing milk is general agreement on these facts,
for bottling that the inspection may nevertheless, unanimity of opinion
give a clear picture of the necessary does not exist regarding sanitary
facilities and conditions on the requirements to be put into .laws,
score forms.
farm. The report of the sanitarian ordinances and
then could be applied as usual for ~Iajor differences of opinion may
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be selected which have been deeply
entrenched by argument and
practice.
These differences in
opinion and regulations have to do
with items that arc chiefly nonessential or on which there can be
no definite answer that is exactly
right at all times. For example, it
is very desirable to specify a bacterial standard for the major grade
of bottled milk and this standard
could be uniform throughout the
country. However, bacterial standards for such milk prior to pasteurization as received from the producer vary from 75,000 to 400,000
per ml. to no standard at all. \Vith
such discrepancies in requirements
for the predominating grade of milk
for bottling it is not surprising that
acceptable bacterial regulations are
difficult to establish to include milk
for manufacture.
At the present time and until
milk production requirements arc
more · uniform in respect to nonessentials, there is no public health
necessity for a single standard for
the sanitary production of milk on
the fann, in fact, there is good
reason for two standards. Let us
illustrate this point. :Milk for bottling may be subjected to adverse
conditions not encountered with
milk for manufacture. Market
milk may be cooled
at the
receivine; plant and pasteurization delayed a day either through
shipment to the nlant of pasteurization or bv hold over- at
the citv plant. The milk is pasteurized at the relatively low temnerature of 162° F. for 15 seconds
foHowed by cooling to 50" F., or
below. and it generally is not held
much below 50" F. Delivery to the
store or to the consumer usuallv
occurs within 24 hours after pasteurization but the milk mav be
held as long as a week in the home
refrigerator~ at an unknown temnerature nrior to consumption. On
the other hand the situation is more
favorable to the nrotection of the
nublic health if the milk is made
into cream for ice cream manufacture. The milk is separated into
cream and immediately pasteurized
at 155 - 160° F. for 30 minutes at
the r~ceiving plant. The cream is
cooled to 40° F. or below at which
temperature it is held until received and used at the citv plant. The
n.1ix is pasteurized at 155 - 160° F.
for :30 minutes, 1Jromptly frozen
and held in the frozen state until
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consumed. Protection of the public
health and fine product quality to
the consumer can be assured with
less rigid sanitary standards for
milk production on the farm when
the milk is used in ice cream than
as bottled milk.
The Institute favors the enforcement of the essentials of sanitary
milk production on the farm but
they should be only those requirements necessarv to assure milk of
high quality. Actually, the detailed
specifications of farm sanitation of
the Institute are comparable to
those of manv states and cities for
the predominating grade of bottled
milk and, properly enforced and
promoted, they are ample to produce milk of excellent quality.
Much of the work of securing the
cooperation of producers ought to
be done by the milk companies and
producers' cooperatives rather than
depending upon regulatory ageneies.
Any program of milk production
and processing must be based uuon
quality standards for the product
which is the ultimate evaluation
of the success or failure of the
Droduction program. Consequentlv.
the Institute has adouted standards
of quality for the milk as received
from producers, for the raw cream
at the processing ulant and for the
cream immediately after nasteurization, and as received at the plant
of utilization. These quality standards include flavor and odor as well
as the usual sanitarv standards for
sediment and bacte~ia.
The bacterial standards of the
Institute for raw milk for manufacturing purposes are more liberal
than the most prevalent standard
for bottled milk but thev are within the range of these stm;dards. Lest
there be unjustified criticism of
this phase of the Institute nrormnn
it is well to point out that the
maximum bacterial count of raw
cream prior to pasteurization nermissible under the Institute's nrogram is the same as the standard of
the U.S.P.H.S. and the bacterial
count immediately after pasteurization is only half that permitted bv
the U.S.P.H.S. for Grade A cream.
It has been considered desirable
to have the bacterial limits on raw
milk for manufacture slightlv more
tolerant than those ge~erallv required for milk for bottling. There
is no established public health
reason for any selected bacterial

standard for milk for both bottling
and manufacture, as previously
mentioned. The history of the origin
of the 200,000 bacterial count for
raw milk does not indicate special
reasons for this exact figure to
assure consumers of a wholesome
bottled milk supply. Establishment
of one bacterial standard for milk
used for all purposes would give
impetus to the idea that the same
facilities should be available on all
dairy farms and such enforcement
would increase expenses of dairy
farmers producing milk for manufacture and would tend to increase
the price of cream unnecessarily
without public health advantage.
SuMMARY

The necessity for industry to
carefully and systematically test the
quality of the milk as received and
of the processed cream as offered
to the market is stressed in the pro~~ram of the Institute. Such testing
serves as the basis of the sanitation work of field sanitarians with
milk producers. Hecords of such
tests must be kept for examination
by regulatory officials. If regulatory officials do some spot testing
and checking of methods and farm
inspections a very good idea of the
sanitation may be readily obtained
with a minimum of effort. vVhen
such data are available there is
reason for a realistic evaluation and
acceptance of the information.
TI1is program by industry, based
upon sound sanitary requirements
and product standards, to produce
the sanitary quality of cream desired by health and agricultural
agencies and the market, and its coordination with law and ordinance
enforcement should inspire more
reliance on the part of a regulatory
agency in the work of other agencies and of industry. It reduces
the need for multinle and duplicating inspections and it stimulates acceptance by one regulatory agency
of milk and cream approved by
another. One of the very gratifying
results of this work has been the
snlendid cooperation and assistance
of the various health and agricultural officials who are cognizant of
the nroblems and are willing to aid
bv their efforts.
In conclusion, it may be well to
state that the Institute program is
Continued on Page 156

